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Dedication

 to anyone who has dealt with bad life decisions and to anyone who suffers living with pain and guilt

and low self esteem and no matter how bad things get in this world you just have to keep pushing

yourself to be better and to do better and don\'t let anyone take you for granted 
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About the author

 Hi my names Natalie i am 36 years old  my birthday

is October 15th 1986 i was born and raised  from a

small town called Mount Joy its located in

Pennsylvania...The most important  thing to me is

FAMILY  because it  is the only thing that you can

rely on in any  tough situation. And family is

something you can trust with anything and have

them when you have nothing else.to fall back on

when you have too.

i live my life with a lot of learning disabilities it has

always been a tough long journey for me but i could

not do it with out my close family and friends without

them ill never make it in this world. i have three

passions in life that i live for that is:

Photography 

writing music & poems 

and helping all animals 

I love my life i would not trade this life for anything 

in life i would love to  achieve my dreams traveling 

and hoping to explore the places i  would love too

see that i been wanting to visit since i was very

young those places are:

Hawaii

Alaska

Rome

Montana

they are the only ones id love to explore i hope

those dreams will become real for me some day...

I stared wrttng at the age of 11 i had some rough

bullying in school and threats and so much other

things that i had to go though 

one day i came home from school and just picked

up a pen an paper an started writing how i felt i
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didn\\\'t see to ever tell anyone what i was going

though cause at the time i didn\\\'t think anyone

would believe me.

so here i am now sharing and hoping to help others

read my poems and understand them in a way that i

did and hope it will help them cope with things

better in there life...good lluck to all of you who are

having all kinds of problems in your life and hope

that you can come to terms with everything and

never give up because giving up will only make you

weaker and in this day of life you need to remain

strong as ever...god bless to all !!
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 summary

Thank you 

Black tears 

Bravery 

Darken dens

Demons unleashed 

dont fight for the one you love 

Door is open 

Emotional 

Empire 

empty broken heart 

Finishing line 

Free again

fright

give me one good reason 

Goodbye forever 

Grieving 

Haunted 

Keep believing 

Key to my heart 

love & hate

Part of my heart

Players game

Respect 
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Rose peddle

saying goodbye 

So long

tell me something 

ungrateful 

Wherever would i be without you 

white Russian

You didn't care

you wrecked my world 

your not right for me 
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 Thank you 

You saw me in my darkness 

And pulled me to the light Don't know how to thank you enough For pulling out all the knives 

You saw and felt my pain

And wiped away my tears  

And you stayed by my side 

Helped overcome my fears 

 

I was drinking my sorrow away 

And living in complete hell 

Was not taking care of myself very well 

But you came along and open my eyes 

And made my world bright. An kept me continuing to breath and be thankful for this life. ?. 

I got attached to you fast

cause you saw the real me and stayed While everyone else around me vanished without a trace. 

I fell inlove with you quick  because 

You made me feel something real after being numb for so long I can't thank you enough For all you
have done. 
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 Black tears 

I put on my makeup and I start to cry 

Black tears just rolling out of my eyes 

I'm the wrong kind of famous no one likes 

If all my pain could just disappear 

I'd quite crying all these black tears. 

I see all angels in a sinners town 

Watching them all cheer really loud 

While I'm sitting here fighting the pain 

And wishing I could just disappear 

Just wipe away all my black tears. 

Upon my liar's chair

Full of broken thoughts

I can't come to turns to repair what i lost 

Wishing these feelings will die away 

And learn how to blend with a crowd 

That's full of laughter that never fades away. 
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 Bravery 

Your presence feel like being surrounded 

by thousands of demons at once 

your touch is like bullets hitting my chest 

and knocking me on my ass 

you cant bring me down  

just so you know 

no more cold days in hell 

your deeds were never good 

You're just satan's little helper. 

and always will be 

'Fear and bravery 

will remain my lights 

they will keep me out of the dark 

every night ! 

so give me your best shot 

youll always lose this war 

because this is my fight now 

and i am on top of this world
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 Darken dens

  

My veins are bleeding  

My body  aching 

  

Every inch of my bones are just braking  

  

I can't see the light  

  

Darkness is calling my name 

  

Ill be drowning the rest of my life in all this  sorrow and pain  

  

Worrying is taking over  

  

My breathing is to shallow  

  

Can't even fog a cold glass window  

  

Im always lost of words  

  

It just roots away in my head 

  

My bed is getting colder n my heart beating slower  

  

My world around me is empty n its getting lonener  

  

The darkness is taking over my life in,every little  way 

  

I can't escape this hell am in  

  

My fear is lying in the devils darken dens where my soul will always remain 
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 Demons unleashed 

Our walls are upside down 

My heart is on fire now 

I try to turn off my mind

And act like everything's fine 

But my demons are unleashed 

And they want to relieve the heat 

All the fighting made me insane 

You've made me suffer in pain  

I'm screaming inside my soul 

And you don't even care anymore 

An I cant hold on to the hurt 

While I am trying to breath 

And your still counting on me 

It's time for me to feel free  

You sit there like your in heaven 

While I'm suffering in hell 

Your laughing and giggling 

While I'm crying and screaming 

It's time you feel the shit you've done to me. 

Time for me to shine in the clouds time for me to feel freedom  & peace And watch you burn to the
ground My demons have unleashed they have finally set me free from all the burden you put on me 
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 dont fight for the one you love 

i gave it all i had  

an it crumbled apart 

with every aching piece of my heart  

i fought hard for you  

an you didn't fight back  

it showed me how much u cared less 

i didn't want it to end  

but you refused to change  

in the end you've lost everything  

over you selfish acts 

while ill sit back n just laugh  

they always say you never know what  

you had till its gone  

now that it ened 

it will catch up with u in the end  

you'll wake up an see that what u had was good 

you'll regret it soon enough an you'll  

be the one in the end with the broken heart  

dont fight for the one you love  

if they cant fight back to keep the love  
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 Door is open 

  

You want to walk in my life  

  

The door is open 

  

You want to walk out of my life  

  

The door is open  

  

If you want to talk bad bout Me 

  

The door is open 

only because its making you envy me giving me the power to shame the enemy  

  

But once you walk out of my life  

  

There's no turning back  

  

Don't come,knocking on the door 

  

That hit you in the ass 
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 Emotional 

When you look into my eyes you'll see I am a mess and lost and scared and I can't seem to make it
all just fucking disappear. 

(I'm depressed.) 

I need to find a better version of myself but its so hard With all the hate in this world.

Made a lot of mistakes I wish I knew how to erase might get distant and push everyone away. 

I'm a wreck and in a valuable place and I don't know if I'll ever find my way.

I'm super stressed and I can't relax I can't shake all the heavey weight laying on my chest & the
crazy thoughts going on inside my head. 

I'm getting help but not working out so well

When I'm there I feel safe and secured when I am at my worst they lift my spirits up and I get all
cozy and warm. 

when I let go of the rope and get relased back into this crazy world I get lost and afraid and go right
back into my depression fucking state. 

They say time is a healer but I hope it moves along because I'm tired of feeling lost and alone 

No one knows me well, sittin' on the edge of my seat Lookin' at life, overanalyzin' everything.  

When I am at my lowest no one is around they all leave me hanging like a broken limb hanging from
a tree branch 

no one is there to catch me when I fall but that's alright I'm fighting back maybe I'll break thru after
all. 

I apologize for all of the stress i put out 

Just need to time to find myself and lift off the hurt and burden I feel inside my heart 

And I know it hurts knowing that I carry this weight on my chest Making it difficult to reach out and
connect. 

I know everything will eventually be alright

promise ill be changing I just need a little more time need everyone to be by my side and instead of
leaving me so far behind  

I will not stop finding my strength i will break thru these emotional chains ill find my peace again
make all these feelings come to an end.  
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 Empire 

You may talk bad on me 

You also may write me down in history 

With your bitterness twisted lies

You may trod me in stone but still like dust I'll always rise Your  abuse failed to penetrate. It just
made me  strong..

i am rebuilding my empire an you can't hurt me anymore. 
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 empty broken heart 

you are not the person i thought u were 

nothing like I thought you would've ever been 

an yet i still love you the same  

now tell me if this is all a shame 

  

all though you break my heart 

You're the only one who catches my soul 

there's something that I feel I need to say 

but up till now I've always been  so afraid 

You say you got the most respect for me

But sometimes I feel your not deserving of me 

you're  the only one I wish I could forget 

And even now while I hate you, it kills me to say

that ill always be there for you anyway 

i try not to complain

'Cause I've been afraid that you will walk away 

an that will just bring so much more pain 

i don't want to walk around with a empty broken heart  

the reason i hate you is 'cause I can't erase

The times that you hurt me and put tears on my face 

but i just cant seem to live without you babe 

i let you see the parts of me that weren't all that pretty  

an with every touch you fixed them  

you made me fell under your spell  

an this love that cant be denied  

so this is how i feel inside  

tell me what your heart is feeling  

an tell me if your staying or leaving ? 

i hope you choose to stay with me 

cause i don't want to live without you babe  

 i cant bare the thought of us being apart  

an i cant go on with a empty broken heart  
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 Finishing line 

  

She fought battles to push thru life since she was a child  

  

Now that she's older she's still fighting her way no one ever told her life was this way  

  

To her growing up it was no peaches n cream it was more of abadent n pain with no shoulder for her
to lean  

  

She was left with nothing but the clothes on her back n a box to crawl into in dark cold alleys. Every
night  

  

While living the streets drugs were passing thru she took them to ease all the hell shes been thru 

  

Till one day she gave up she couldn't stand this life anymore she cut deep in her heartless soul an
disaperead into the angels feathery arms n that was the finishing line of it all 
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 Free again

  

You walk down the street  

  

An who you chance to meet  

  

Could be the dream you hoped for 

  

Till you remembered your to broke 

  

From all the love affairs  

  

An the lies an fights an long lonely nights  

  

How can anyone move on from being broke hearted for so long  

  

Its only you who can pick up the pieces an try  to carry on  

  

being alone feels better then having to suffer anther bitter cruel love who shatters ever faith you kept
in your heart has all been ripped apart  

  

How can you ever heal yourself then want to feel that pain all over again  

  

How could it be that what you want  

  

Will always leave you feeling like a lost ghost in the woods  

  

I am standing alone now an climbing up the ladder myself now your a candle an i am the flame n my
ashes will never fall on your hands because I am free again 
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 fright

  

I have to drink myself to 

where i can not think  

so you wont cross my mind  

while im listen to the rain  

behind my fake smile to all my 

family and friends  

there is my wounded soul  

that may never ease from pain   

you wrecked who i used to be  

this sweet loving heart  

who wanted to just be happy 

but you made me fall apart  

you turned off my shining lights  

and put me in the dark 

my old self might come back  

but i wont ever know not until  

my revenge is on your own pathetic soul 

and i feel if i gain back full control  

of who i used to be  

before you forced all this evil into me  

that my light will come back on 

and all the fright you cause me  

will vanish out of me  

and make you suffer  

for all internally 
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 give me one good reason 

You seem to give me many reasons to stay  

and then give me million reasons to run away  

i feel like i am hanging on the edge  

and my heart cant decide which way to take  

i cant bare not being with you  

yet anther side of me cant bare to see you  

i cant make up my own mind  

show me the way see past all the lies  

  

you swore to me that my heart wont ache  

then you turn around  and hurt me anyway  

don't know how i feel about you and me  

cant decide what will  be  

but i don't want to feel defeated  

and you cant seem to give me what i needed  

so just give me one good reason to not leave it  

  

  

should i keep bowing down to you 

and do what you ask me to  

would that make you feel like 

a better man  

by obeying all of your command's  

and keeping only you happy is the key  

and making me feel so incomplete  

  

can you give me a reason to stay  

 but  let me have a say  

 try to convince me to believe  

that you will make me happy  

is that a promise you can keep 

just need one good reason to believe  
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you swore to me that my heart won't ache  

then you turn around  and hurt me anyway  

i don't know how i feel about you and me  

cant decide what will be  

but i don't want to feel defeated  

and you cant seem to give me what i needed  

so just give me one good reason to not leave it 
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 Goodbye forever 

  

I'm a bit disappointed you let me down 

I thought we had something special 

Something different but it was clearly all wrong. 

I thought I'll remind you of how pleasant it was to be with you..all the laughter and smiles you made
it worth wild until you let others win the battle. 

Nobody ever says goodbye anymore 

They just all disappear and never give you any good explanation to not talk anymore  

I'm finished and done asking why 

That our friendship is over I'll just sit back an Heal the sadness and burden of saying goodbye
forever.
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 Grieving 

In my deepest moments I bury my burden  

 pushed back so hard that I've broken down and fallen  

I'm Grieving thru the truma and drowning thru the rough waters.  

I cry to the lord but he doesn't answer  

I cry out for help but no one hears 

I'm grieving thru traumatizing events  

An no one will understand  

  

I fight a lot of battles that only I know  

Deep down I have so much rage I can't let go i Hate to admit I'm sinking my own ship  

Second time around I can't stand on my own ground... 

  

Living in fear of my own thoughts  

I am warmhearted and icy cold to the touch  

with a pretty face that's getting old. 

struggle thru life feeling lost and alone  

I bury a lot of secrets I leave untold  

with a heart of glass, that can be easily shatterd to death! 
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 Haunted 

  

Haunted houses have hidden names written on the walls behind that name,its a story that was
never told  

  

They haunt it because there was no justice for their suffering pain an haunting is there only sweet
revenge  

  

They rage against their dying light  

  

With every bite of dark cloud they pass thru every night  

  

Its sad to over come what others ignored the help they were seeking would have kept them still
breathing strong 

  

They fought battles for their story to be heard with every blink of thier lifeless eyes they cant gasp
the world being this cold 

  

They will haunt everyone who ignores until some one comes along to hear their story so they can
seek the justice they deserve 
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 Keep believing 

I have faith in life I believe in the higher power  

I believe you set your mind to anything it will conquer  

Everything  

  

If you keep feeling lost and alone or,you feel you can't do the things that seem impossible !  

Well your wrong ! 

Life is to short to worry or to give up your dreams to give up what you were born to be  

Worlds to small and people are to shamed to down on all the fame you have became  

Keep pushing and believing an trust the lord by your side without him and without your beliefs an
negativity You will become,powerless and weak  

Think positive think smart think with all your heart and you'll be standing like your on top of this
world!
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 Key to my heart 

im fighting so hard to keep you near 

But im getting so strong to just leave you here 

Im trying so hard to give you happiness  

But you keep bringing me pain & sadness  

I don't know what else to do  

Sick & tired of trying to please you  

You always say I think of myself  

Funny thing is i never think of myself  

Because you make it to hard to think  

Of everything else  

You think I have it so good with you  

Im sorry but that's not true  

Its time to take a step back to think  

Of myself just for a sec 

Find a happy place that will be my key to get  

Out of this chain n feel free again 
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 love & hate

he put me through  hell an i called it love 

sometimes i want to throw him off a cliff 

and sometimes i want to catch him when he falls  

i cant decide which way to go  

  

leave or stay which road should i take  

if i stay i get abused not only  mentally but  verbally  to 

if i leave ill throw everything away the home i worked hard for 

an the pet family i created to stay  

  

im lost in this big world loosing myself i cant shake this  

pain in my heart and soul  

  

i loved him since i was young the love will always remain strong  

praying to the lord above asking for help but no answers where yet  

Answered and my situations  was not yet resolved  

this relationship  is not easy on both parts 

to hard of decision  to make myself i need a hand to lift 

my spirit up 

  

this is a love and hate i cant stand to give into  

this love and hate i have to give up but i don't know how to 

im scared to loose everything i worked hard to keep  

i worked hard for all this an it all turned into a love and  

and hate i didn't want to create 
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 Part of my heart

I never felt so close to someone  

  

As much as I do when im with you 

  

Even when we have a fight or two 

  

my heart still melts for you! 

  

I was in a lot of relationships  

  

But this one has always felt so Different 

  

I never been able,to say I love you  

  

An have it really,mean something  

  

You an i can say such harsh things n im the one that can still sit next to you an love you the same  

  

I never loved an  cared so much n still felt like there was alot to discover  

  

So in my heart n soul even if we grow apart you'll always be a big part of  my heart in my eyes even
if its in just mine  

  

you'll always be my love my rock an my world for as long as I am alive  

  

Written, by Natalie heisey
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 Players game

I'm not that women who can be played with 

I'm not that women you can take home 

And think you scored Then don't bother with anymore.

You can't break my heart it's already been destroyed.

Because my supposedly one and only

Done that twice before 

I'm not an easy person to get

I'll win any game you deal I've played the players deck And I have not lost one yet. 

If you think you have me wrapped around your finger just imagine what I have wrapped around
mine...you have no idea what I've got I'm not like them other women you've had up front.... 

I'm not the one you should be playing against.I know all players games 

I would think before you act on your little shit...because in the end I'll be the one who wins it.?  
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 Respect 

  

You ever walk down the city streets 

  

An see a man singing songs with his guitar? 

  

Hes out there trying to earn a penny 

  

The can beside him is empty  

  

So toss him a dime an tell him good luck 

  

You can judge a book by its cover so why judge a person. By their looks  

  

Hes working hard just as us to earn that buck 

  

Hold a strangers hand an sing along  

  

Bring this world more happy thoughts 

  

Stand beside good hearts an be bless you are strong to be respectful to bring joy to homeless
people
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 Rose peddle

every night I smelt the roses you gave to me 

I cherished every leaf on them now I cherish every  

Peddle that crumbles an falls 

Back then I thought our true love would never end 

Now its shattered glass so thin to walk on 

I hated the pain you caused my heart  

Now as I sit here alone an stare at the roses it makes me go insane knowing your gone  

But then again its so sweet to know you faded away like a shadow in the wind 

An no more pain causing my heart to bleed but you created my soul to stay in the dark 

An that's alright as long as were apart ill sit on my swing with a nice little smirk 
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 saying goodbye 

if i say goodbye i will cry  

but i wont miss the lies and abuse  

that you cause my heart to break into  

  

there's no more strings upon this love  

its been ripped apart so long ago  

you cant treat me right  

you cant treat me good  

you dont treat me like a real man should  

  

you were always the one in my eyes  

even from the start  

but in yours i am nothing at all  

but im no fool anymore  

an you cant break my heart no more 

saying goodbye will be the best thing a women can do  

but its the hardest thing for a women to bare  

for a foolish love of a man who made her believe all these years  

that he cared  

an the best thing is to leave it all behind is that its anther mans treasure to adore  

to treat a real women with respect an love what a real good women deserves  
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 So long

  

So confused bout us  

   

Your love lifted me up   

   

N then threw me off   

   

So I ran n got lost in a crowd   

   

Became a piece of shadow on the ground with no tears running down   

   

You brought me down   

   

Treated me all wrong   

   

Made me open my heart   

   

With all your charms  

   

But Im still standing here   

   

Strong   

   

But I have to say that I been   

   

To the top and    

I been to the bottom   

   

So I can handle any problem's   

   

Im strong enough to overcome them all on my own   

   

I won't need any helping hand at all so used to all this shit that all my pain n feelings became numb  
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So I am done with you an the rest of them  

   

I don't need anyone to love  

   

Its all just a waste of time   

   

Your better off on your own   

   

Your free from the hassle that comes along n I am good at goodbyes so all I have to say is so long !!
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 tell me something 

my heart tells me to stop 

but i am waiting for nothing  

you're blind to your mistakes  

and my regrets are just something  

that you tell yourself are enough to know who was right  

but boy,your ignorance is just an unforgivable sight  

  

perhaps you should open up that breadth-less mind 

and unravel the truths i know you're holding inside 

deep down beneath the fortess i call you're ego 

ans tell me something a little something i  

dont know.....
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 ungrateful 

i loved you since i was eleven now i am thirty one and the love still remains  

all the shit you have put me through i am still here standing like a fool 

standing beside a complete ungrateful asshole like you  

  

im starting to be strong to leave all that i have worked for just fall behind  

i rather be happy by myself than to be happy with a jerk off who cant man up 

  

last night you were drunk again you whispered  in my ear an told me  

im nothing i looked deep in your eyes an told you Straight  up to look hard in the mirror  

you stand in front of every night an see how much of a pathetic  coward you are  

  

ill never forget the other night when you told me your only here because i tricked you into
making you 

think i would make life easy for you i never said such  a thing i never said im your damn
slave and maid  

you are such a pig !! 

  

i regret getting your name on my wrist once i get ahead it will be removed an you'll never be
missed  

ill never look back on this part of my life ill drink myself to death to keep you out of my mind 

when i walk out that door with my loving pets an the clothes on my back ill hope you learn
your lesion from this 

as i walk out this door you can go kiss my ass im saying goodbye an never looking back
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 Wherever would i be without you 

  

When I feel my faith is empty  

  

I look at you n i believe again  

  

just know your the only  

one for me  

  

Where would I ever be without you 

 if I never have found you  

  

darling you are the only  

one for me  

  

When my cloud above me is pitch black I picture your face the rain clears up n the sun starts
glowing again your all ill ever need your my only king  

  

If I had a hard night n your not around  

  

If I think this night won't ever end  

  

I just close my eyes an think of you n I can see the night ending soon you are 

  

My only queen  

  

Wherever would I be without you  

  

If I didnt have you  

  

Wherever would you be without me 

  

If you didnt have me ? 
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Oh oh  

  

Wherever would I be without you 

  

Without you to love me 

  

Wherever would you be without me 

  

Without me to love you ? 

  

All the years when I dreamt all the dreams felt,like they would,never come true  

you walked into my life an made them 

 all real n all my dreams stop feeling millions miles away  

without you walking into my life ill feel like ill just be wasting time going out of my mind  

  

Wherever would I be without you  

  

If I didnt have you ? 

  

Wherever would you be without me 

  

If you didnt have me? 

  

Wherever would i be without you 

  

Without you to love me? 

  

Wherever would you be without me 

  

Without me to love you? 

  

Where would you be  

  

Where would I be  

  

Wherever would u be without my love  
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Wherever would I be without your love 

  

  

Without you baby my world would still be spinning  

  

Without you darling my world would still be turning  

  

In glad we came together an together  

  

We will always be baby our world will always be complete ..., 
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 white Russian

  

My favorite is a sweet white Russian drink 

i love it so much 

it helps me think 

i try to drink it every chance that i get 

cause i love the feel of Alcohol, seeping through my lips 

  

i feel when im about to float in a cloud 

an the rooms all just spinning around 

takes away the emotions that i have 

but i know my limits to quit 

i just don't listen to what anybody says 

  

ill pour anther then anther after that 

ill keep pouring till i get every last drip 

when i see my bottle is empty and dry 

ill just stumble into my bed 

scareming an shouting  

hoping i don't wake up 

with a pounding head 

cause i never got any curable med's 
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 You didn't care

you never had any family an hardly no friends  

but you always had me an now that has to end  

you failed my heart an didn't even try  

you didn't see my love for you in my eyes 

  

you bashed me to your friends  

without no hesitations 

didn't care one bit about me  

in that whole conversation  

i have become so broken  

with all of your actions  

an my home diminished to nothing  

  

i gave you a home to call your own  

an brought love an laugh the best  

way i know 

i tried my best  

but you didn't care to see 

you wanted to do you  

an forget about me  

  

saying you love me with that look 

in your eye 

all i see now is just a cold hearted lie 

you continue to do things that only fits you  

an those are the things you've asked me not  

to do  

  

my dream of us does not look like its coming true 

an all i feel is sad n blue  

we both did things we can't undo 

an not that long ago i was everything to you  

now you're looking for other things too do  
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we cant go back to where it was before  

cause i barley know you anymore  

all my faith i had for you  

faded away in thin air 

an made me falling out of love for you  

all because you didn't care  
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 you wrecked my world 

I thought we had it all  

but i was clearly wrong  

we had such a long run  

but now its gone  

and now its time  

its time to move on  

finding a place where i belong  

  

  

You took my love 

And broke my heart 

left me crying in the dark  

an left me to hurt  

now were at war  

the war that you have brought  

cause you wrecked my world  

you torn me apart  

  

  

i think its fair to say 

That I had lost my mind 

You got off on the hurting' 

an i am still suffering inside 

you tore me down  

like i was nothing  

now i am healing  

and my war is starting  

  

  

You took my love 

And broke my heart 

i need to fix it all by myself  

you played with my mind  
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an left me to hurt  

you torn me apart  

an now im bringing the storm 

cause you wrecked my world  
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 your not right for me 

i asked you many times to help me  

and you put up a big fight  

cause i don't work as hard as you  

and this is not right 

i try my best to keep this house clean  

but you don't care in helping me  

you just keep making messes 

only i have to clean  

and this is not right  

  

I see it in your eyes  

you don't care  

my heart is broken  

but ill be alright 

i don't need you here  

wasting my precious time  

we are not a team  

an your just not right for me  

  

you think you have  power over everything  

but you were wrong bout that  

cause i took it all back  

you made me feel like i was fool 

into believing only you 

now whoso fooling who  

the jokes only on you  

an this is not right  

  

I seen in your eyes 

 you don't care  

my heart is broken  

but ill be alright  

i don't need you here  
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wasting my precious time  

we are not a team  

an your just not right for me  

  

there was many times you made me feel  

like i was not good enough  

even thou i served you every meal  

made sure your laundry was done right 

folded an put away just like you ask me too  

but i still felt like i did something wrong  

cause you were never  pleased   

with anything ive done for you  

  

i seen in your eyes  

that you don't care  

my heart is broken  

but ill be alright  

i don't need you here  

wasting my precious time  

we are not a team  

an your just not right for me 
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